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Scientific visualization of the time-sequence particle-simulation data on magnetic reconnection by the CAVE virtual reality system "ComplexScope" at National Institute for Fusion Science $\theta_{B_i} = (a) 40.1, (b) 41.8, (c) 43.6$. Time is the simulation time. Time evolution of the magnetic field lines (blue lines), the reconnection component of magnetic field (color contour on $yz$-plane), and the ion temperature (color contour on $xy$-plane) is shown. Ions coming from the upstream boundary at $t_{\omega_i} = 40.1$ execute a meandering motion (time-tracing white lines) around the magnetic neutral sheet, and move toward the downstream boundary, (Nobuaki OHNO et al., Plasma and Fusion Research Vol. 7, 1401001 (2012) http://www.jspfurp.jp/PFR/)
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